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I.

Summary
OUR CURRENT NURSE CALL BELL SYSTEM has served the needs of AVENS
residents for many decades and has now become obsolete. The use of a
nurse call bell system is designed to enhance and ensure patient safety and
allows residents in our healthcare setting to alert staff remotely of their need
of assistance.
THE NEED OF RAPID RESPONSE COMMUNICATION between resident and
caregiver is now more important than ever. Better care through innovation
are the hallmarks of a facilities responsiveness to a changing needs base
society. Addressing these safety needs with proper hardware and software
solutions will help AVENS revolutionize the traditional use of nurse call systems
in Senior Care.
YOUR HELP is needed to help raise support towards the purchase of a new
nurse call bell system for AVENS campus, with the intention of future integration
into the new AVENS Pavilion.
OUR BUDGET for this fundraising campaign is $250,000.00
WELCOME to Operation Care on Call

II.

Introduction
AVENS – A Community for Seniors (previously YACCS) was incorporated under
the Societies Act in April of 1983 by a group of citizens to lobby government
and establish programs and services for seniors.
AVENS was established to meet the needs of the growing number of soon-tobe retired mining and prospecting families, both men and women, who would
need support to live out their retirement years in Yellowknife.
SINCE INCEPTION, AVENS has worked very hard to establish programs and
services not only for Yellowknife seniors, but for seniors across the NWT.
TODAY, AVENS board’s vision is to address ageing challenges across the entire
housing and care continuum. Initially the call bell system will be installed in
AVENS Manor and Cottages with the expansion timed to meet the needs of
our new facilities as they come online. Most importantly the board envisions a
community where our residents can live seamlessly through levels of care
without ever leaving the AVENS community.

III.

Needs/Problems
To meet AVENS goal of safety, a nurse call bell system must be a useful tool
for fostering immediate and timely communication between a resident and
a care giver.
Unfortunately, AVENS current nurse call bell system has limited functionality
remaining and the replacement parts are obsolete.

IV. Goals/Objectives
AVENS currently needs to replace the outdated nurse call bell system to
ensure resident safety and efficient staff response times.
•

Goal 1 – Resident Safety – Most importantly this system replaces a tool
and adds an element of wireless safety for our residents, resident
families, and staff that allows everyone to feel safer on campus knowing
that in the event of an emergency, we have the resources in place to
be notified and respond efficiently.

•

Goal 2 – Enhanced Communication between Residents & Staff – Allows
for efficient resident to staff two-way communication; giving residents
the confidence that care is only a push away. This system gives our
Care team real-time prioritization response alerts and surrounding
personnel locations for efficient response(s).

•

Goal 3 – Peace of Mind – Provides assurance and peace of mind to our
residents, our resident families, as well as our staff knowing we have a
total safety solution on site that supports our residents through effective
technology that allows everyone to feel safe and connected.

V. Procedures/Scope of Work
Expressions of Interest (EOI) were sent out in early 2021 to prospective nurse
call bell Canadian companies. The successful proponent was a Canadian
based company called Momentum Healthware.
Our marketing idea was submitted to various graphic design stakeholders in
the greater Yellowknife area. We were pleased with the Momentum
Healthware, Inc. Real-Time Location System (RTLS) In Motion Technology for
the “Operation Care on Call” proposal. Various meetings with the AVENS
Fundraising Committee took place during the winter/spring of 2021 to

establish the fundraising and marketing fit test for the launch of the
fundraising campaign.
AVENS Fundraising Committee, is chaired by Mrs. Bronwyn Watters and
comprises of members of the AVENS Board and outside membership
representation. This committee was tasked, by way of AVENS Board motion
on March 29th, 2021, to assist the AVENS President and CEO with the
preparation and Performa of launching “Operation Care on Call”.

VI. Timetable
Description of Work

Start and End Dates

Phase One

Explore different Call Bell options and proposals Contract sign off and system design

January / February 2021

Phase Two

Establish Fundraising Performa / Marketing Plan

August 2021

Phase Three

Launch “Operation Care on Call”

September / October 2021

Phase Four

Expected completed target of fundraising

January / February 2022

Phase Five

Install Call Bell System – configuration, testing and
training, go-live and support

April 2022

VII. Budget

Description of Work
Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three
Phase Four
Phase Five

Anticipated Costs (GST incl)

Market Planning; graphics, logo, Performa
planning
Launch of fundraising: Social Media blasts,
Canada Helps.org, donation receipt set up,
communication pop-up signs, thermometer
signage
Fundraising: one time purchase
hardware/software/deposit for order
Installation- Technician travel, configuration,
testing and training/support
Annual support and maintenance year one
Total

$1,000

$2,000

$220,000.00
$15,000.00
$9,200.00
$247,200.00

VIII. Key Personnel
Key personnel involved in the project.

AVENS President/CEO
Daryl Dolynny

AVENS Fundraising
Commitee

AVENS Board of
Directors

AVENS Administration

Marion LaVigne

Bronwyn Watters, Chair

Chelsea Pukanich

Bronwyn Watters

(AVENS Executive Assistant)

Marion LaVigne

Ron Allen

Lynda Koe

Lynda Koe

Daryl Dolynny

Matthew Spence

David Gilday

Sandra Turner

Yvonne Quick

Kelly Hayden
Debbie DeLancey
Daryl Dolynny

IX. Evaluation
Operation Care on Call will be monitored and evaluated monthly via the AVENS Fundraising
Committee. Regular reporting will be then submitted to the AVENS Board of Directors and
AVENS Administration.

X.

Endorsements / Donations

Donations will be showcased through AVENS Donor Directive Policy outlined in the Matrix below.

Donor Type
AVENS Friend

Donor Level
Up to $999

Term
1 year

AVENS Tribute

$1,000 to $4,999

1 year

AVENS
Humanitarian

$5,000 to $9,999

3 years

AVENS Builder

$10,000 to $24,999

5 years

AVENS Heritage

$25,000 to $74,999

10 years

AVENS Visionary

$75,000 to $99,999

15 years

AVENS Foundation

$100,000 to $249,999

20 years

AVENS Legacy

$250,000 +

Indefinite

Recognition Specifics
Thank you letter, tax receipt, once a year
names will be published
All of the above plus internal newsletter
mention, Face Book, Twitter and
Instagram mention, personal phone
contact from a member of the AVENS
Board of Directors.
All of the above plus name on our Donor
Wall of Honour for duration of term.
Media announcement in a form of a press
release by AVENS.
All of the above plus recognition
certificate to be delivered by member of
the Board of Directors.
All of the above plus commemorative
plaque to be presented at an appropriate
time
All of the above plus reception in donor’s
honour
All of the above plus naming rights to
special small capital projects or
equipment, special areas on AVENS
Campus
All of the above, plus naming rights to
large capital projects such as buildings or
major infrastructure on AVENS campus

Names and addresses of individuals and companies who support and endorse the project.
1.

The need of a rapid response communication between resident and caregiver is now more
important than ever. Better care through innovation are the hallmarks of a facilities
responsiveness to our changing needs. Addressing these safety needs with proper hardware
and software solutions will help AVENS revolutionize the traditional use of nurse call systems in
Senior Care – Daryl Dolynny, AVENS President & CEO

2.

In any facility providing services for seniors, an efficient, reliable nurse call bell system is essential
for ensuring the safety and well-being of residents. This proposed system will enable care staff
not only to respond rapidly to a resident in need, but significantly enhance communications
between staff and those they care for, as well as among staff, improving efficiency and quality
of care. It will also provide greater peace of mind to residents and their loved ones, knowing
that in an emergency, help is immediately at hand. This is a vital system, and a critical project
well worth supporting. – Bronwyn Watters, Chair, AVENS Fundraising Committee

3.

The safety of our seniors is our top priority, and this initiative very much responds to the need. On
behalf of the Avens Board we really appreciate the ongoing support from the community. –
Matthew Spence, Chair, AVENS Board of Directors

XI. Next Steps

XII. Appendix
•

Appendix #1: MARKETING MATERIALS

•

Appendix #2: MOMENTUM NURSING CALL BELL SYSTEM PROPOSAL (*ATTACHED)

•

Appendix #3: MEDIA RELEASES

APPENDIX #1: MARKETING MATERIALS
LOGO

4 X 8’ ROADSIDE BILLBOARDS

POP UP BANNERS

APPENDIX # 2: MOMENTUM CALL BELL SYSTEM PACKAGE

MOMENTUM HEALTHWARE

RTLS IN MOTION
PROPOSAL FOR:
Aven Manor

PREPARED FOR:
Frances Bower
Steven Nicholas

DATE:
March 4, 2021

PREPARED BY:
Chris Olson
Director of Sales
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"Momentum’s RTLS In Motion has
allowed us to understand our true
cost of care."
RIKKI PEREZCHICA
Samaritan Village
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ABOUT MOMENTUM
HEALTHWARE
Momentum Healthware, Inc. (Momentum) is a leading provider of
software and information technology (IT) systems for the healthcare
industry. Its solutions serve the information systems requirements of
small to medium sized hospitals in Canada, and the continuum of Senior
Care facilities across the Globe. Momentum Solutions address the needs
in the Senior Care industry of portable and longitudinal electronic health
records, financial systems, and other unique and profound uses of
technology to benefit our healthcare clients.
In addition, Momentum is enabling the real-time enterprise through the
use of our In Motion Real-Time Location System (RTLS), revolutionizing the
world of traditional nurse call systems in Senior Care.
The Company, founded in 1995, has 60 employees with Canadian
headquarters in Winnipeg, Manitoba and U.S. headquarters in Nashville,
Tennessee. Its web site is www.momentumhealthware.com.



OUR MISSION
"To serve our healthcare clients with exceptional software
and professional services to promote a superior quality of
care."
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HARDWARE OVERVIEW
RESIDENT PENDANTS
Pendants are worn by residents allowing the system to identify their location. The
pendants proactively communicate their location to the network every 3 seconds,
with 100% room-level accuracy. This ensures that the resident’s location is constantly
monitored. If a Resident requires assistance, he/she simply pushes the large button
on the pendant, and staff receive an alert indicating the resident’s name, location, and
reason for alerting. A number of form factors are available, based upon client requirements and application. Residents can wear the badges on their wrist, similar to that
of a watch. They can also be worn with lanyards, clipped to their apparel, or affixed to
their wheelchairs.
Water-Proof
3 Second Location Updates
12-18 Month Battery Life







STAFF PENDANTS
Similar to those of the resident pendants, staff are also equipped with their own staff
pendant. The staff pendant is used to locate co-workers and staff members, and
provides a means to close resident alerts as soon as the staff member enters the same
room as a resident. Staff are also able to request staff assistance via their staff button.







Close Resident Alerts with Proximity
Staff Duress Feature
12-18 Month Battery Life

TEMPERATURE TAGS
Temperature tags allow you to monitor the temperature of common appliances and
environmental conditions, with alerts being sent immediately if the temperature range
becomes too hot/cold. Automatically monitor the temperature of your food and medical fridges, freezers, maintenance boiler systems, humidity, or ambient temperature.
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Eliminate Manual Checks of Temperatures
Immediate Alerts if Too Hot/Cold
24 Month Battery Life

M O MEN T U M HE A LT H WA RE - R T L S IN M O T I O N

CALL POINT STATION – WIRELESS PULLCORD
The Call Point station provides a physical means for assistance requests via a traditional
pullcord mechanism. A cancel button is available in the event that the request no
longer is required. A 1/4" jack is also available to plug in common nurse call attachments, such as a push button for bedside use, or a pressure mat. The device is 100%
wireless, so no wiring or conduit is required. Furthermore, given the wireless nature of
the device, it can become mobile on a wheelchair to alert staff when a resident falls out
of their wheelchair (via pressure pad).







Wireless Device
Supports Ancillary Devices
Status is Monitored

LOCATION MONITOR
When precise location information is required, the location monitors work together
with the pendants to identify the location of a person or item, send the information via
a wireless network to the star access points, and ultimately to the Momentum server.
The location monitors are completely wireless, and are mounted in ceiling areas. This
provides room-level location information, with the flexibility of moving the sensors to
other locations as required. Typically, these location monitors are installed throughout
your entire Community to monitor the location of residents and staff.







Wireless Device
100% Room Level Accuracy
5-10 Year Battery Life

DOOR & ELEVATOR GUARDIAN
The Door/Elevator Guardian provides a fully programmable elopement monitoring and
door/elevator controller. Primarily used for Memory Care environments, the device
monitors the area for resident pendant proximity traffic. When a pendant is seen within the adjustable low frequency field, the controller will control the state of the door/
elevator accordingly (such as locking a mag lock to prevent unauthorized resident exit).







100% Elopement Security
Immediate & Lingering Alerts
Cut-proof Bands Available

STAR ACCESS POINTS
The Star Access Point is a fixed reader located in the hallways. They collect the
information gathered from the location monitors and wall stations, relays the data to
the transaction server for processing. These fixed readers are wired via power-overEthernet, thus they require a wired CAT5 cable to each unit.
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SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
LIST VIEW AND MAP VIEWS
Our location list view provides a tabular formatted view of where your residents, staff
and equipment is located. The screen updates in real-time as people move about the
facility, including current location, duration at location, current status, and full name.
Our map view provides a living blueprint of your facility. Pan and zoom across your
facility while watching icons of people and equipment move about in real-time. Colorcoded room status are available to give you information at a glance.







Search for People by Name
Real-time Updates to Location on Map
Zoom/Pan Across the Map

SMARTPHONE APPLICATIONS – IPHONE AND ANDROID
Our smartphone applications for iPhone and Android allow your Care Staff to receive
alerts while on the go. Push notifications for alerts, ability to search for people by
name, and the access to the interactive map view of the facility ensures that the Care
Staff have information they need. Messaging and tasks reminders also ensure strong
communication between Team Members.
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Push notifications for Alerts
Messaging Features to Other Staff
Search for People by Name

M O MEN T U M HE A LT H WA RE - R T L S IN M O T I O N

RULES ENGINE
The true power of our In Motion solution is the proactive rules engine. In addition to
the obvious publishing of alerts based on resident pendant and pullcord alerts, the
value in our solution comes with our ability to send proactive alerts for different
scenarios. The rules engine allows you to monitor events such as:
• Resident entering the wrong resident suite
• Two residents together whom do not get along (risk of physical conflict)
• Resident entering a restricted room
• Resident leaving a specific neighborhood
• Resident in the stairwell for more than 5 minutes
• Resident wandering the halls at night







Support Multiple Escalation Levels
Proactive and Reactive Alert Functions
Auto Close Features Upon Resolution

REPORTING SUITE
Given the abundance of location information, a vast suite of reporting is available with
the software. Reports include:
• Nurse call response times – by responder or by requestor
• Badge history – historical locations of a resident/staff/asset
• Room activity – Historical account of who/what entered and exited a specific
room/location
• Low Battery – Tracks the remaining battery life of wireless devices
• Resident Activity Summary – Relate activity schedules with resident location to
generate automated attendance records
• Asset Utilization – How much time has an asset been in use
• Infection Control – people and locations in direct and casual contact with a
specific resident









Export to PDF and Excel
Drop-down Criteria selection
Email Common Reports

The power of our solution is the speed and accuracy of
the hardware, combined with the alerting and
reporting capabilities of the software.
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HARDWARE
BENEFITS
LOW WIRING INFRASTRUCTURE
The proposed solution only requires wiring (CAT5 or CAT6 Ethernet) for the star units. The remainder of the hardware operates
on batteries, thereby eliminating in-room wiring. This avoids
hiring an external wiring contractor to provide wire drops in each
and every resident room and location area, thereby avoiding
tremendous cost and reducing the length of implementation
time.



INSTALLATION TIME
Given the low wiring component for the solution, we are able to
implement the solution in a fraction of the time when compared
to wire-based solutions. We can physically install the entire
sensory network in a matter of days, causing very little disruption to your staff and residents. After the physical installation,
we perform the majority of configuration off-site.



GEN2IR TECHNOLOGY
The proposed hardware utilizes a patented form of Infrared (IR)
technology, called Gen2IR. The largest benefit to this technology is that the hardware technology is not line of sight. Tags are
sensed by location monitors through loose clothing. Under ideal
situations, it is proven to be sensed through 10 bed sheets. This
is contrary to typical IR solutions on the market.
FLEXIBILITY OF LOCATIONS AND SENSOR PLACEMENT
Because the location monitors and virtual walls are battery
powered and do not require any wiring, they can be moved and
re-positioned throughout the facility. This allows you to adapt
and change your sensory lay-out as the floorplan of your facility changes, rooms are added, or existing rooms are used for
different purposes. Instead of requiring a new wire drop to be
installed, you simply need to re-position or purchase a new wireless unit. Within minutes, you can have the new location operational in the RTLS system.
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SOFTWARE
VIEWS
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PROPOSED SOLUTION
The proposed solution has designed based on conversations on the scope and functionality required. Further
discussions may be warranted to confirm we have accommodated all of the use cases you envision for the
Community.

PROPOSED HARDWARE
Base Units (Star Units)
Star units will be deployed throughout the facility to communicate to all Momentum/Centrak wireless devices in
the building. This also allows for the incremental expansion of additional wireless devices should a phased
implementation approach be taken, or new functionality desired in the future.
Location Monitors
Full location monitors will be installed through the facility to provide resident and staff location updates.
Location monitors will be installed in all common areas, inside resident suites, in stairwells, etc. The location
monitors will sense for tag activity within the area and provide precise room-level location will be provided to the
transaction server every 3 seconds. This will improve the assistance requests sent from residents and staff, as
it the messages will also include the location origin of the request (ie: Jim Jones is requesting assistance in Suite
808).
Resident Pendants
From these RTLS Pendants, residents can press the button and request assistance. The assistance request will be
routed through the system to the appropriate caregiver/co-worker. This provides the ultimate in wireless nurse
call functionality, as residents can request assistance from anywhere in the building without having to rely on
wall-mounted pull cords (which are often inaccessible).
Staff Tags
Staff tags are included to provide staff duress and staff location tracking capabilities. Staff locations will be
tracked in the system to provide full location history and current location status. Staff tags will also have the
functionality to automatically close resident call alerts when they physically respond to the location of call origin.
Temperature Tags
Temperature tags will be used in fridges to monitor the precise temperature of the appliance, and alert in the
event that the fridge is out of the desired temperature range. Historical reporting of temperatures is available
to ensure that the fridge maintained in temperature compliance, eliminating the need for manual temperature
checks.
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PROPOSED HARDWARE COUNTS
CENTRAK HARDWARE

HARDWARE COUNTS

Timing Star Access Point

1

Regular Star Access Point

15

Location Monitor

150

Pullcord Stations

130

Resident Pendants w/ Straps

60

Staff Tags w/ Clips

150

Temperature Tags

15

Door Guardian

0

PROPOSED SOFTWARE

The full In Motion Visibility Platform software for Senior Care will be provided, including:
• Location List View
• Location Map View
• Rules Engine
• Full Reporting Suite
• Temperature Monitoring Module
Mobile Communication Connector
Our mobile communication connector has been included, providing communication to either your iPhone/iTouch
devices.
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PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Momentum will work closely with you to ensure that the system is configured to reflect specific needs
at your Community. We aim to minimize the time our personnel are physically on-site configuring the
system, so we don’t disrupt your residents.

1

2



CONTRACT



SYSTEM DESIGN
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INS TAL L AT I O N

SIGN-OFF

01/

02/

03/

CONTRACT SIGN-OFF

SYSTEM DESIGN

INS TA L L AT I O N

Acceptance of proposal will trigger
the creation of a formal Letter of
Engagement, detailing the pricing
and payment terms and contractual
agreement.

Formal review of RTLS hardware
layout, software configuration
requirements, desired rule and
escalation paths.

Installation of Centrak RTLS
hardware, Momentum Software,
and related hardware
infrastructure.
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4

The success of any project starts with great planning. We will walk
you through the best practices of our solution, and cater those to the
individual needs of your Residents and Staff.”
MARC DUPONT, RTLS Project Manager
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C ONFIGUR AT ION



TESTING &

6

GO-LIVE

TRAINING

04/

05/

06/

C O NFI GUR AT I O N

TESTING & TRAINING

GO-LIVE & SUPPORT

Momentum configures the hardware and software based on the
system design.

Momentum is on-site to perform
full walk-testing, certification of
system, and staff training via a
train-the-trainer approach.

Go-live of the system, and
continued 24/7 Support from the
Momentum Support Centre.
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FLOORPLAN LAYOUTS



PLEASE REVIEW RTLS DESIGN LAYOUTS FOR
DEVICE PLACEMENTS.
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Legend

Basement Legend:
Symbol

Count

Description

4

Star (AC)

29

Standard
Monitor (DC)

Notes:

Boiler
Room

F
E
D
C

Revised design as
requested

KP

03/03
2021

B

Added Territorial Dementia
Facility basement to design

KP

03/02
2021

A

Initial design

KP

02/19
2021

Rev

Description

By

Date

Hardware: CGL (Pegasus)
Software: RTLS In Motion

308-131 Provencher Blvd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0G2
www.momentumhealthware.com
Client:
Avens Seniors – Aven Manor
5710 50th Ave,
Yellowknife, NT, X1A 1G1
http://www.avensseniors.com
Project:
RTLS Aven Manor
Title:
RTLS Device Placement Plan
Date:

Checked:

Rev:

03/03/2021

KPurdy

1.2

Legend

Main Level Legend:
Symbol

Count

Description

11

Star (AC)

121

Standard
Monitor (DC)

58

Pull Cord ‐ Bed
(DC)

67

Pull Cord ‐ WR
(DC)

5

Pull Cord ‐
Common (DC)

Foot Care
Room

Notes:

Care Office

F
E
D
C
B

Revised design as
requested

KP

03/03
2021

A

Initial design

KP

02/19
2021

Rev

Description

By

Date

Hardware: CGL (Pegasus)
Software: RTLS In Motion

308-131 Provencher Blvd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0G2
www.momentumhealthware.com
Client:
Avens Seniors – Aven Manor
5710 50th Ave,
Yellowknife, NT, X1A 1G1
http://www.avensseniors.com
Project:
RTLS Aven Manor
Title:
RTLS Device Placement Plan
Date:

Checked:

Rev:

03/03/2021

KPurdy

1.2

www.momentumhealthware.com

APPENDIX #3: MEDIA RELEASES
OCTOBER 18, 2021 – PRESS RELEASE

OCTOBER 18, 2021 PRESS RELEASE (CONTINUED)

